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A few years ago, I watched a news segment in which Representative
Conyers discussed HR 40,1 a bill that proposes to study the vestiges of slavery and
the disparate impact that poverty and institutionalized discrimination has on those
considered part of the African Diaspora. Since his resignation (tendered in the
wake of sexual harassment allegations),2 another U.S. Representative,—Sheila
Jackson-Lee—has taken the helm3 to reintroduce the bill for passage.4 Although
there are many arguments opposing reparations,5 there are more facts and
arguments which support this long overdue form of restorative justice.
The U.S. Constitution as amended outlawed slavery and any of its
vestiges.6 The U.S. Constitution places an inherent obligation on the government
and all the people it represents. Although some Americans believe that we should
essentially reset our race relations, and begin anew without considering race
moving forward,7 we cannot ignore our history and its lingering effects on the
present. But we can move forward to help heal the social wounds, the financial
devastation, and other long-term effects caused by the Trans-Atlantic Slave trade
and resulting municipal slavery.8 The United States cannot deny the voices lost to
inhumane treatment such as beatings, lynchings, whippings, rapes, sodomization,
degradation,9 nor can the continual treatment of Black Americans as second-class
citizens be denied,10 as evidenced by contemporary police brutality, inequitable
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application of the law, and racial discrimination in housing, employment and
education.11
These acts and the notions that they are based upon are all too familiar
psychological and financial aches that cyclically arise via savvy rezoning derived
through the American legacy of restrictive covenants to the detriment of Black
people,12 racial redistricting, and employment discrimination such as refusal to hire
the well-qualified and, yes, well-educated Black American based on skin-color.13
For many decades, Black members of the African Diaspora have employed
revolution, rebellion and the use of courts in colonial America and in European
nation-states to obtain justice and freedom lost at the hands of the Trans-Atlantic
Slave trade during the 17th through 19th centuries. The fluctuation of racial politics
allowed some Black individuals to seek redress in U.S. courts,14 while the
evolution of international law encouraged Black litigants to appeal for the
universal administration of applicable law in European courts.15 Thus, the use of
social influence and the United States court system together provided the necessary
legal opening for Black individuals in the 21st century to argue that they were still
owed restitution.16
The N.Y.U. Review of Law and Social Change seeks to heighten the
momentum of this continued social and legal struggle for Black Americans. To this
end, members of the Review have gathered scholars, grassroots activists and others
to participate in its annual colloquium, this year dedicated to the issue of
reparations for Black people of the African Diaspora. During the 19th through 21st
centuries, publicists and historians, primarily Black Americans,17 have accepted the
baton to pursue this quest for restorative justice through periodicals, academic
scholarship and media exposure.18 However, the general public and broader legal
community must understand that this struggle is likely to be more successful and
benefit the entire society when these vital groups do not merely coincide, but
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actively work together in creating a sustainable solution that addresses economic,
legal, and social disparities throughout the United States.
We as a society must ask ourselves, are America and her inhabitants too
arrogant and self-righteous to admit that there is longstanding inequality for many
Black people in its country?19 Or do we have the wherewithal to look at facts and
statistics20 exposing its institutions that continue to purvey an economic hindrance
to the progress of all Americans.
With all the pride that Americans will exhibit this upcoming July to
celebrate this nation's birth, and the beginning of a new election year to steer this
country into a true leader of democratic principles, we should keep in mind that
those who had the foresight to see this country prosper summarized this ideal when
they declared their goal of creating “a more perfect union.”21 In other words, they
recognized that their revolutionary ideas would have no impact decades and
centuries later without planning, intelligence and a desire to truly see America
materialize into a country that matured to not only admit but to also remedy its
mistakes. HR 40 is not a reset, it is a legal mechanism which would arguably move
America forward by making this country confront its past, and let all deserving
Americans enjoy a prosperous future. The N.Y.U. Review of Law and Social
Change’s annual colloquium marking its 50th anniversary seeks to provide a
substantive platform to materialize this noteworthy endeavor.
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